
The Place Between Two Rocks 

She parks at the fossil trail and rolls the water and a sandwich into the red blanket for carrying.  The wind 

continues gusting with the fragrances and voices.  They start off on the trail seeing the castle formations in the distance 

ahead as they slowly make their way through the dry cracked earth beneath them.  There are deep ravines that need 

jumping and hillocks that need climbing before they climb up and onto the flat prairie Medicine Root Trail. A thin, 

grooved line between tall grasses weaves across this prairie making the trail a little hard to walk on.  To the south is the 

badlands wall, smaller than at the eastern entrance but a wall all the same.  She walks for a while enjoying the emptiness 

that still allows life to bustle all around her.   

Then she sees two tall rocks with a space between them and is electrified with recognition since this is also one of 

her dreamscapes.  She moves to the space between and spreads the new, red blanket.   It is large and Berlin and her stretch 

out to watch the earth turn towards night, bringing in dark clouds from the west.  The sun starts setting mysteriously 

surrounded by only blue while everywhere else the sky is a conflict of thunder and lightning highlighting golden rain 

clouds and to the east night fights for its place.  The red blanket was a good purchase, it attempts to stave off loneliness 

and lunacy, like any good security blanket it also attempts to protect her from herself. 

The sun vibrates gold, transmuting its rays into a shining, luxurious bracelet on the wrist of the horizon.  The 

night stars are gemstones on that bracelet that sparkle fiercely as a voice issues forth from them, “Reclaim your life.  You 

know what needs to be done.  Spirits can speak to you in Chicago and not just here.  You can learn anywhere, anytime 

you stop to listen.  Your life is yours to make.”   The power of these ideas gives her hope that she can live a “socially 

acceptable” life while still pursuing her dreams. 

She thinks of all the distractions that lead her away from a truly examined, thoughtful life.  She sees herself stuck 

in traffic, waiting in lines and paying a lot of money for gas.  Yet, she has met friends while in line at a store, she learned 

to plan where she bought gas, and as for traffic she constantly relearns patience, her new mantra being, “millions of 

people live in this city with me, millions of people…”  Her students fighting with each other, their babies crying, and the 

gunfire they all hear daily from the housing projects across the street from her classroom all force her to realize that she 

must remain strong in her decision to leave teaching.  Her boyfriend and current group of friends do not share her values 

or interests.  She may have to go it alone in order to find people she can share life with.  The sun nods as its shining gold 

bracelet drops from view, into the western jewelry box so the east can start night. 

Then she hears another voice come from the earth, “Welcome, you are one of us.”  The lightning and little 

thunder come closer and she feels that she knows who “us” is but she is unable to put it into a picture or definition. 

Flashes of the skeleton dancers, her strong connection to the earth and an image of a seed exploding into growth start to 

fashion an understanding inside her of who “us” is.  The electrified air thickens with each breathe and charges her skin 

with a tautness. 

In the purple sunset’s light, the plants come to conscious life, breathing in and out and speaking in tongues, 

praising the approaching rain.  One plant tells her to pick it fully-roots and all.  It easily comes loose from the dry dust it 

lived in. The plant has three stalks while similar plants around it have four stalks.  She knows the number four to represent 

the four directions of north, south, west and east so she asks why this one has only three stalks.  

“Because the East is very strong and powerful many do not know how to work with it.” The plant answers.  She 

tells the plant she feels ready, since she knows the power is to help others.  She looks down at the plant in her hand and it 

now has four stalks.  She gives thanks for this experience and for these four directions she faces north and begins, praying 

and facing each direction in turn. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prayer to the Four Directions 

 

Thank you! 

Oh, four directions may my actions and thoughts be good as I reconnect with my family, friends, strangers I want for 

friends, strangers I have met, strangers I will meet, and strangers I will never meet. 

 

Thank you north, my dreamland where my mind connects honestly with the reality that dreams are real, with your cold 

and my homeland; may the snow cover over the earth locking in oxygen for a future day as action may clothe my body 

keeping me always prepared to be with people who share my values, 

 

Thank you south with your warmth which heats my flesh to help me fusion action with knowledge:  the sun strikes the 

puddle, the wet street, the snow covered mountains and I know where I belong, I know myself intimately--my fractures 

and fissures, I know me.  I am prepared in body and mind, exhaling carbon for the addicted trees.   

 

Thank you west where I have been called, where the great storms come from and the waves roll to our feet, where clouds 

talk with me, where we watch each other try to be free together where I’ll reach out and meet you.   I am prepared in my 

body, mind and ancestral soul inhaling the trees’ oxygen. 

 

Thank you east where my spirit was born and where my spirit will return.  Such immense power within beginnings and 

all endings. Curving horizons prepare me for the approach of dawn.  Stretched out on the half circle of earth the dawn 

rises horizontally and vertically.   I am prepared in my body, mind, ancestral soul and in my spirit.  Holding the cold 

oxygen inside a moment longer before exhaling 

 

 

Thank you! 

 

Oh, four directions bless my actions and thoughts and watch over my family, friends, strangers I want for friends, 

strangers I have met, strangers I will meet, strangers I will never meet. 

 

 



Badlands Dawn 1 

 

Stars punctuate the end of her prayer with Polaris showing Ursa Minor.   She laughs after praying, thinking about 

Winnie the Pooh and Christopher Robin enjoying the 100 acre wood while making up songs.  Now she’s enjoying a 100 

million acre desert and she reminds herself to be lighthearted like them.  Her fingers are tightly clutching the plant so she 

begins by loosening her grip.  She is slightly stressed by this new way of thinking, not really scared of the visions and 

feelings she has had but worried about the intersection between her old life and this new understanding, her new life.  She 

worries that seeing life in this light might isolate her, or ostracize her.  Her shoulders droop under the weight of possible 

isolation.  The Skeleton Dancers then return to the badlands floor to end her worried reflections and show her more of her 

new understanding: 

 

The skeleton dancers are on the other side of the wall, their dancing shadows are huge in the sky as if illuminated from 

underneath.  A herd of white ghost buffalo, 1000's of them, are running on the desert floor beneath her.  They shake the earth 

with their movement; they shake her soul with their spirits, their absence, their eventual return.  The herd branches out in 

four directions as 1000's more charge out from the center.  They pull at the center until it is empty and it seems millions of 

buffalo run in the four directions.  The rhythm of their hooves on earth sends her to other lands and other times.   

 

She hears on the winds, “This is the Red Road Dance.”  As the skeleton dancers take over the sky, the white horse from her 

dreams runs through them. The skeletons shift into trees, so that the horse is running through a forest.  The thick stars of the 

Milky Way become a river the horse runs across as a faint trumpet plays accompanied by a drum beating--like two cultures 

learning to live together.  She rises to do this Red Road Dance, the fire on her feet engulfs her very organs replacing them 

with sparkling stones, stars and intense feelings.  Tears stream down her face, not sad or happy, instead a cleansing rain 

from inside.  The Red Road Dance’s rhythm is inside her coming out through her feet as she dances this new found prayer. 

 

Clouds of dust from the buffalo join the Milky Way river and the skeleton dancer trees.  She feels at peace, at home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 



 

Chapter 14 

Place Between Two Rocks 

 
The deep night hushes even the breezes as she wakes to a universe 

overhead and to a universe in her hand encompassed by the four stemmed 

plant she had picked.  The two tall rocks on both sides of her tower 20, 

maybe 30, feet high and are radiating light from inside making them look 

peach and soft to the touch.  She isn’t as amazed that she is sleeping 

outside, on rocks as she was when she woke in the canyon her first 

morning in the badlands.  The red blanket beneath comforts her as she 

recalls the dream that woke her.  At least this time the bird speaking 

wasn’t so shocking so she could remember more detail.  The bird’s bag 

flowered and in color was new.  She was still unsure what the seeds are 

and what to tell the world about, but it was becoming clearer that her 

connection to this place—to the natural world—has something to do with 

it.  The skeleton dancers just confuse her when she tries to understand if 

their Red Road Dance is a part of the raven’s message to “Tell the world 

about us.” 

The small faded yellow buds on the plant in her hand start to 

shine, like gold, and its green leaves start to move in the still air.  She sees 

herself tying a red string around the stem and drying it upside down in her 

Chicago kitchen.  In the fall, after drying thru the summer, the plant’s 

leaves and stem will be lit by her for incense.  She will make tea from the 

faded yellow buds.  She gives thanks to the plant shining from starlight; 

amazed at the stars sparkling in their jeweler's case of the night sky 

following a seemingly predetermined path around her as the Milky Way 

river flows freely across the sky.  

The other plants around her start speaking and telling her to pick 

them, their roots have wild stories of years past and experiences in the 

soil:  searching for water, extending past where they started, searching the 

skies for sun through long winters.  After she has collected four different 

plants, paying homage to each one for their sacrifice, the first plant says, 

“This is The Place Between Two Rocks, it is the true start of the Medicine 

Root Trail.  Many have come here for healing and lessons.  You come 

here to learn how to trust yourself.” 

She did not want to be someone who heard plants speaking, 

telling her their medicines, but she wondered which life was more real—

her amnesia life that had left her disconnected from her own personal past 

and power or a life filled with the possibilities of plants talking and rocks 

singing songs to her? 



She understood her sudden leaving from Chicago a couple of days ago was 

not only because she had seen this place from her dreams on television and 

discovered that her dreams could be real.  It was also the simple act of remembering 

her dreams at all that had jolted her to wakefulness.  She had dreamt of this place 

since childhood and in remembering those dreams she also remembered her 

childhood which she had tried to fall asleep to.  In seeing the badlands on the 

television screen that night in Chicago, she had regained a connection to herself and 

to these dreams and to her life.  Even during her self-imposed amnesia she had 

these dreams.  Without feeling it, she had been having a crisis in her life, a crisis of 

trying to disconnect from community, faith, love, life.  It had been so easy to move 

into her boyfriend’s life, to begin to believe in a life she had thought lost to her once 

that uniformed policeman with the shining shoes and sparkling badge had come to 

her door.  She remembered thinking how his badge sparkled like her wedding ring 

now sitting hidden in a black box, she allowed that memory to pass through her 

with only a single tear falling since so many had fallen times before. 

Her dreams of this place and these plants are the reasons these strange 

experiences are familiar.  Her only fear now is how to find the right balance so she 

can share these experiences openly and honestly with others.  The many dreams of 

this place she has had make her feel at home and safe between these two rocks, 

looking south out past the badlands, the prairie surrounding them to a dark hill in 

the distance while half expecting something weird, or dream-like to occur.  Her 

dream experiences of this place are stronger than any déjà vu or lucid dream or first 

attention.  This place is real and she is real.  She has dreamt many times of being 

here.  There is a low, sloping hill she has yet to see which is quite different from the 

hill in the distance that looks more like an island in the prairie.  She also dreamt of 

evergreen forests that many of her dreams of the badlands lead to.  She knows she is 

on a vision quest, not on a mountain or hill but in her life, and the quest started with 

her first dream of this place and it will continue for the rest of her life.  This quest is 

not really a Native American one; although, their naming of it makes the most 

sense.  Throughout history people have gone on quests to secure self knowledge 

and a better future for self and others.  Gilgamesh, Moses and the Israelites, the 

knights of the round table, Dorothy on the yellow brick road, Neo in the Matrix are 

a few real and imaginary quests that she understands better than any periphery 

knowledge she currently has about Native American vision questing.  All those 

quests were about coming to a deeper understanding of self alone and among 

others, but also those quests were about making things better for others.  The quest 

she is on occurs each day as she attempts to find out who she is and what she is to 

tell the world about.  Each day she has a new opportunity to find the sacredness 

inside and to take a step both inward and outward with sacred intent.  The universe 

inside her mirrors and creates the universe outside her. 

 

 



The plant starts speaking, “We have been 

calling you for years, to bring you here, now.  

We have been sending you visions and the 

information you needed to reach this point.  Now 

recognize the power, which spins the earth, fires 

the sun, the same energy is inside you and me.  

That energy is in your hands.” 

She looks down at her hands and sees the 

plants in them. 

“But also inside your hands.” 

Her hands are glowing from the inside 

out.  The dark night makes them glow in the dark 

with a white light emanating from them. She is 

glowing just as the two rocks beside her are 

glowing from within.  She thanks the plants 

around her for their lessons.  They respond by 

swaying in the still air and turning upwards, 

waiting for the coming rain, teasing the air with 

fragrance.  She feels the chill and senses a 

change taking place as she effortlessly moves 

into another place and time, one that allows 

plants words and her own life to shine forth from 

within. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 15 

Vision: Medicine Routes or Roots? 

 

 

Wind and sky act as spirits showing her how the crossroads between theology 

and paleontology could help many understand themselves and others better.  

Bolts of lightning etch sections of the sky where clouds group to tell a story 

creating a levitating stage.  They move in a processional, showing harmony and 

war, abundance and scarcity, dances and sitting.  Lit from behind, by the stars, 

the clouds look more like a stage play than a tv show.  Each cloud transforms 

into a part of the procession moving west.  Like a wagon train of evolutionary 

figures-some crawling, walking, running, riding, flying and then disappearing.  

 

Rain comes suddenly and hard from a large, black rain cloud; its few minutes 

of pouring does little for the desert floor or her sun burnt skin except to create 

rolling beads of water running down the hillsides and making tiny lines on her 

skin.  It does deepen the cliffs’ reds, yellows and oranges lit from within, 

glowing in the night.  The lightning and little thunder move in from the north as 

she continues to watch the rotation seen in stars hitting the horizon:  like 

lighthouses guiding ships in her mind to dock each star exits in the west, 

blazing brightly before disappearing. 

 

The same voices that stopped her at sunset, start chanting as the cloud ships’ 

passengers walk onto shore.  Her mind has docked, she follows them to shore 

and sees horses, men and huge boxes.  She hears the water gently reaching the 

shore rocking the boat, but when she turns to watch it move, the boat is gone 

and she turns a full circle to find herself alone in the desert with spirals of 

energy coming out of everything.  The rocks pulsate and breathe.  The dust 

examines every root, rock and her, hiding mysteries of past lives and times.  

Like flour, it gets kneaded into the bread of life.  Even the stars are gone; yet, 

it’s still night.  The energy swirls the dust and builds to a crescendo of pitch in 

its movement.   

 

“We are all the same, we have all come from the same place, we each have 

different resources to bring to the desert floor, we each need to share what we 

have brought.”   

 

She shares her tears, for now, the only resource she can instantly give, relief 

and terror that her dreamscape is real mix inside her.  She is unsure if she 

wants the clouds to talk with her or plants to share secrets she is not sure she’s 

ready for.  But then the desert is lit by a lightning bolt that frames the distant 

horizon showing the dark hills in the distance and she feels stronger and more 

able to move forward with this quest. 

 

Slowly the two rocks, Berlin, the stars and the red blanket 

rematerialize and she sits, a little shaken by how real this vision was.  

The desert below her is the ocean the boats rocked on and the spirits are 

dust swirls of rainbow in the awakening day.   



She must find the medicine she needs to become 

whole again and in that finding she can help others to find 

their medicine, their power to be whole.  Whether in this 

finding her boyfriend would also find her suitable to his 

life disturbed her greatly since the thought of being alone 

worried her, yet as she thought how he did not know her 

or seem to want to know her the fear of loneliness started 

fading in the dawn light.  Was she not alone when no one 

knew her?  Was she not alone in her crowd of friends 

because no one wanted to talk about anything other than 

clothing, make up and how to stay skinny?   

She already knew the medicine she searched for 

was within, but she was not ready to accept the choices 

she had to make in order to access that knowledge.  The 

two rocks on either side of her were like a gateway for her 

to walk through.  She could stay on this side, return to her 

car or jump into the abyss that lay before her, jump into 

the cracks and fissures that lay 20 feet beyond her, jump 

into her life.  She tasted wild again on her lips covered in 

the salty badlands’ dust.  A wind came to blow her hair 

from her face and bring another depth of cool to the desert 

around her.  She stood up and felt like she was looking 

out over the Missouri River again, choosing to go further 

west, choosing to find her life in the shards she had left 

for herself to reconstruct.  Goosebumps rose on her arms 

and legs as she considered her options.   

Returning to the textbooks seemed like prayers in 

the sand that get wiped clean by the tide they held little 

interest for her now, her love for knowledge was 

unabated; however, she wanted to teach students who 

wanted to learn, who wanted to grow into who they were 

meant to be.  She wondered if such students existed, had 

she even been such a student?  She had made good friends 

and mentors with her college professors, but they were all 

older and now gone.  She had learned much from them 

but now had to build on that knowledge on her own.   

The skeleton dancers start to swirl around her in 

the clear air.  She is in the center of their circle and she 

hears a song on the breezes their dancing produces.  She 

starts to sing. 

 



Big Bluestem Grass 

 

Medicine Root 

 If I go to Medicine Route 

Will you come with me? 

Would you leave your world behind? 

Enter into another time? 

 

The Dakota summer sun shining 

Fossils’ hearts still pounding 

Rhythms beat within our own hearts 

Whenever we’re together 

 

When we hike the Medicine Route 

Could we hold hands and smile 

Let cliffs convince us 

That love is found in trust 

 

I can’t see the Badlands 

Since they are beauty to me 

Ancient ocean bottoms 

Fossils flying on castle walls 

Seem more real than us 

Like I’m drowning in mid air 

Yes I’m drowning in mid air 

Mid air  

 

If I go to Medicine Route 

Would you come with me? 

Would you hold me in your arms, 

look deeply in my eyes, 

Challenge ideas on life? 

Could we live without time? 

Could we trust in the Medicine Route? 

Could we trust in each other? 

 

Birds have sung this song 

Winds have spun this song 

Hills won’t stop crumbling 

Fossils just swim deeper into time 

 

When I go to Medicine Route 

Would you come with me? 

To spend the summer long 

Beneath the Dakota sun 

 



Badlands Dawn 2 

 Showing the Castles, Monuments and Spires of a section of the Badlands’ Wall with a 

grouping of Fox River Formations in the foreground 

 

 Stars overhead begged her to wish upon them so she obliged:  choosing herself, choosing her life, asking for 

companionship within those choices. The stars seemed to say yes as they crowded the empty skies into full, while red 

lines inside the cliffs begin glowing, tracing a geology she had yet to learn.  Sunburned and tired, she tries to remain 

vigilant to watch more stars appear to see the sky full.  But dawn starts teasing on the eastern horizon, causing the rising 

stars to fade;  so she rises and hikes to the Saddlepass Trail and climbs up into the cliffs for a closer view of heaven.  

Some of the stars start blinking and talking while the lightning and little thunder start elucidating the sky.  She falls asleep 

under her Wall Drug red blanket as dawn splashes color across the new day sky and the stars begin to uncover their 

hidden destinies mixed with hers.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Excerpt from Tell the World About Us now called A White River Valley available by 

contacting Vicki Milewski at vickimilewski@gmail.com 


